Statistics at Truman
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A flexible program that
combines a minor
in another field.
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full-time faculty members

Recent internships have been
completed by students at Principle
Financial Group, Kansas City Life
Insurance, Cerner, iBriz.ai,
Enterprise and the USDA.

Concentrations in
Classical Statistics and
Data Science.

Minors offered

Statistics,
Actuarial Science

Join one of Truman’s 200+ student
organizations to add to your Statistics
experience.

Get real-life
experience

• American Statistics Association
student chapter
• Society of Actuaries at Truman State
University
• Mathematics Association of America
• Kappa Mu Epsilon (national math
honors society)

by joining the students
who work in the Center
for Applied Statistics &
Evaluation or by
traveling with a team
to DataFest.

“

Truman taught me how to practically
apply statistics to the real-world, while
also being sure to maintain a rigorous
theoretical backing. Throughout this
entire learning process, my professors
gave me personal attention and
provided the transformative
experiences necessary for my personal
success. I will always be grateful for
what the Statistics department has
done for me.

”

— GRANT WALLACE

Alumni and currently pursuing the PhD
Program in Statistics at the University of
Missouri – Columbia

For more information

Visit stat.truman.edu

50%

of Statistics majors
have a double major

Common double majors
include
• Computer Science
• Economics
• Business Administration
• Psychology
• Mathematics
• Biology
• Health and Exercise Science
• Political Science

Statistics can prepare
you for a variety of
future careers, including
ones in areas like…
• Actuarial Science
• Agribusiness
• Banking and Finance
• Business Analytics
• Consumer Marketing
• Data Science
• Ecology & Environment
• Economics
• Educational Measurement
• Environmental Sciences
• Insurance
• Medicine & Health
• Politics & Government
• Scientific Research
• Sports

Use your Truman degree as a
stepping-stone to a 4+1
master’s program in Statistics.
Follow recent
graduates into
employment at
Cerner, Principal
Financial Group,
Aldi, and more.

